DELTA 2P BED

Measure 86” of fabric, cut, turn it over so the wrong side is up.
Mark and cut:
-

Mark foldovers on the wallside and the airside
Mark sleeve lines
Turn over to right side and mark square patches on the right side
Cut two mirroring side sleeve pieces from thick material

CUT STRAPS:
Thin buckle strap webbing:
3 x 24” for wall side tensioners. Make one of them (which will be the middle
strap) with one diagonally cut end for easier feed through the cam buckle.
2 x 7” for corners of wallside sleeves
1” seatbelt webbing:
1 x 3” for square patch
1 x 3¾” for cam buckle on wallside square patch
2 x 15” for loops on airside corners
1½” seatbelt webbing:
1 x 22½” for middle strap on wrong side

Cut two square patches, fold over edges and sew.

On the D2P bed, cut little notches on the wallside edge markings, then fold over
and sew (see image).

On airside, only fold the edge to the black line, then sew.

Sew sleeve pieces onto right side of wallside sleeves. Fold over inner edges.

Seamtape curves FIRST, separately. Double stitch.
Sew seamtape all around, leaving 6½” of seamtape across curves.

Sew on straps:
Sew 24” side tensioners on wrong side along diagonal edges. Add steel G
buckles, fold over ends and bartack once.

Sew 9½” of the 24” middle strap onto the centre line on wrong side. Bartack 3 x
at the end. Do not fold over the end.
Sew 3” webbing on wrong side of fabric. Fold in ends (see images on next page).
Double stitch both seams.

Fold 7” straps into loops and sew onto right side just below sleeves. Bartack 3 x.
Sew 22½” seatbelt webbing to the centre line on wrong side. Overlap black strap
by 1½”.
Sew 15” seatbelt webbing to the edges of airside sleees (wrong side), starting
1½” below sleeve marking.

Double stitch seamtape along the curved edges that won’t get stitched during
the next step.
Fold over side sleeves, align with markings and double stitch. Triple stitch the
corners that overlap the 24” straps. Be very accurate during this step.
On the airside sleeve, sew ¼” below the marking (see picture). Also on the
airside sleeve, fold over the seatbelt webbing into 3” loops, tuck the end of the
webbing under itself and bartack.

Sew square patches to right side and double stitch around edges.
Attach cam buckle on wallside square patch, using the 3¾” webbing. Use a roller
cam buckle.
Attach 3” webbing on middle patch, creating a little loop. Bartack 3 x to each
side of the loop.
Attach D4 logo on airside end with the little warning label tucked under.

